Spatial frequency tuning of orientation selective units estimated by oblique masking.
Threshold elevations were measured as a function of the spatial frequency of high contrast cosine masks using spatially localized test stimuli with a 1.0 octave bandwidth. The cosine masks were oriented at 14.5 degrees relative to the vertical test patterns in order to average out spatial phase effects. The experiment was repeated for each of 14 test frequencies spanning the range 0.25-22.0 c/deg in 0.5 octave steps. The resulting threshold elevation curves fell into a small number of distinct groups, suggesting the existence of discrete spatial frequency mechanisms in human central vision. The data are shown to be consistent with a model having just six distinct classes of spatial frequency mechanisms in the fovea. Spatial frequency bandwidths of these mechanisms ranged from 2.5 octaves at low frequencies to as narrow as 1.25 octaves at high spatial frequencies. These results require revision of the Wilson and Bergen (1979) [Vision Res. 19, 19-32] model for spatial vision.